Altering the Size (Volume Output of the Ventilator)

(Please refer to our Website for photographs of all parts)

The ventilator may be utilized in any one of three sizes, or volume capabilities.

- Pediatric  0-300ml
- Adult      300-1600ml
- Extra Large 1600-3000ml

All three size clear acrylic housings are attached by placing them over the base assembly O-Ring, pushing straight down, and turning CLOCKWISE (as viewed from the top) until the tabs are locked into two of the bayonet locks. Removal is the reverse of this operation.

The ADULT and EXTRA LARGE Bellows fit on the outside ring (commonly called the bellmouth), with the first convolute over the ring. Holding the Bellows by the white top and extending and lowering the Bellows will eliminate any folds, creases, and ensure a tight seal.

The PEDIATRIC Bellows requires the use of an Adapter, P/N 000A0486, which decreases the ring size down to accommodate the smaller Bellows. The Adapter is placed inside the Base Assembly by placing it O-Ring down into the cavity and pushing straight down. This Bellows is also placed on the ring with the first convolute over the ring.

For cleaning of the Pop-Off Valve as outlined in the CLEANING & STERILIZATION section of this manual, remove the clear acrylic housing, the Bellows, and in the case of PEDIATRIC use, the Adapter, (which pulls straight up). The three red thumbscrews of the Pop-Off Valve are now exposed.